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restaurant of the week

Let’s begin with cheese When it comes
to grub, some
like it grubby...

L

et’s overturn
convention. Cheese,
here in the UK, is
traditionally the way
to end a meal. But
why not follow the suggestion
of Frédéric Bourillon: l’aperofromage?
Bourillon makes one of the
classic wines of France’s Loire
Valley – vouvray. Its grape is
chenin blanc, a splendidly
versatile variety which can be
crafted into ﬁne wines in all styles
– sparkling, dry, demi-sec, sweet.
There are problems persuading
wine drinkers to pour chenin
into their glasses: it’s so much
less familiar than chardonnay,
pinot grigio, sauvignon blanc
or even riesling. But that
versatility makes Bourillon’s idea
particularly enticing (though
it could, if you preferred, be
pursued with other wines).
Why start with cheese? Because,
late in the meal – whether
English-style post-dessert or
French-custom beforehand –
palates are too tired to enjoy the
experimental matching of good
wine and a variety of cheeses.
This was the trio which
Bourillon offered when he laid
on dinner for a small group of
English wine writers in the
entrance to the winding, artworkadorned passages of his chalk-cut
cellar: nutty, rich comté from
cows pastured in the Jura in
north-eastern France, the classic
creamy and gently tangy Sainte
Maure Loire goat’s cheese, and
salty ewes’ milk roquefort made
in the hills of Aveyron, near
Toulouse.
His chenin suggestion for each
went from dry to sweet, starting,
for the comté, with the ripe,
complex 2009 vintage of Idigène,
allowed to ferment naturally
before spending at least a year
maturing in barrels immediately
below where its vines grow. With

A family meal at a burger joint sets our
reviewer musing about the ‘dirty’ food fad
■ Wine-related carvings in the cellar of Domaine Bourillon Dorléans
the Sainte Maure, demi-sec La
Bourdonnerie from the heatwave
2003 harvest combined immediate
pleasure with very serious
concentration and length, a very
smart partner. This is the wine
which Bourillon markets with a
unique scratch-and-smell label
using distilled essence of chenin
ﬂowers.
For the roquefort, his choice
was the sweetest wine, golden,
rich and rounded Coulée d’Or,
2009 vintage, smelling of prunes
and apricots and in no way
cloying, from vines which grow
on soil rich in fossil coral.

Matching
What helped to make the
experience even more special was
that there were more Domaine
Bourillon Dorléans bottles
open, so we could continue the
matching with different vintages,
different cuvées – including a
ﬁne ﬁzz. You can’t repeat it here,
sadly, as currently these wines are
rarely available in the UK. All I
could track down were a handful
of 1990 Coulée d’Or bottles (about
£50, corneyandbarrow.com,
laywheeler.com). But give it a try
with other growers’ chenin.
The grape’s natural acidity
and the ﬂavours it takes on from
the Loire Valley’s metamorphic
or chalky, sometimes ﬂinty,
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sometimes clayey soils make it a
particularly good partner to the
creaminess of cheese. Time and
again during my four days in the
region recently, demi-sec chenin
was the suggested partner for
goats’ cheese or comté.
But the food matching
experimentation can go much
further. Bourillon’s rich, dry
Oppidum was great with the
gently spiced prawns he sautéed
over hot embers; another
vigneron salivated at the memory
of a very, very sweet chenin with
grilled langoustines; and a ﬁzzfanatical member of the writers’
group found the sparklers were
seriously good with garlicky
snails and many ﬁshy main
courses.
If you want someone else
to lay on this experience for
you, there are two London
restaurants with ﬁne chenin
lists. RSJ in Southwark (rsj.
uk.com) has close to 30 dry and
demi-sec examples, plus a huge
sweet selection and a similarly
impressive choice to buy and
drink at home. The Green Man
and French Horn, St Martin’s
Lane (greenmanfrenchhorn.co),
has a remarkable selection of old
as well as recent vintages in all
styles, sourced from Les Caves de
Pyrène (lescaves.co.uk), which
also sells direct.

D

irt in food is
fashionable. In
the form of a
dirty burger. But
you would think,
would you not, that if you were
aiming to design a trendy new and
enticing variant upon an ancient
standard, “dirty” might not be
the most alluring of come-ons …
but then it is “the young” we are
talking about here, you see: “the
young” who eons ago decreed that
wicked meant great, this new use
of “dirty” being merely a logical
progression (though both logic and
progress have nothing to do with
it). It’s happened with drinks too:
the Dirty Martini. Heard of it? If
you are a member of “the young”,
you surely will have. It is basically
a standard dry martini (gin,
whisper of white vermouth) with
the addition of olive juice, in order
to render it perfectly foul-looking.
There is actually a bar in Covent
Garden called Dirty Martini,
which claims to offer “spirited

sophistication”. Well.
The dirty burger is not notably
disgusting, but the essential
element to enjoying it to the full
would appear to be having queued
for an amazingly long time in
order to get your hands on it.
All the new burger joints aimed
at “the young” impose a strict
“no-booking policy” – and this is
how it works: word gets around
that unless you arrive stupidly
early for lunch or dinner, you have
no hope whatever of securing a
table (for table, read a plank in
front of a shelf) and so the queue
outside the door and around the
block is virtually constant. Now
who, you might wonder, are all
these deﬁcient morons who will
happily queue in the wind and
rain for a burger…? In London,
for heaven’s sake, where an eating
place is never more than a minute
away. Well they are “the young”,
you see – so what are you going
to do? Places such as Bubbledogs
in Fitzrovia – whose USP is the

The dirty burger is not notably disgusting,
but the essential element to enjoying it to the
full would appear to be having queued for an
amazingly long time to get your hands on it
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Joseph Connolly at Maxwell’s
we had ever had, and in a very
groovy and seemingly cavernous
space with a huge revolving neon
Coca-Cola sign, a great relish
tray, and too loud music. This
huge site is still, after at least a
decade, mystifyingly empty, and
seemingly derelict. But the fruit
of its loins in Covent Garden…?
Packed to the rafters, just about
always. And I booked…! Because
there were six of us, one of whom
required a high chair (me). It’s a
large and handsome dark-panelled
place with bars both upstairs and
down. Moody art deco lighting, too
loud music (it’s what Maxwell’s
does best) and an amusing mural
depicting a motley of faces from
the past. Clustered around us were
Richard Nixon, John Lennon,
Maharishi Yogi, Michael Jackson
and Henry Kissinger; a little way
along, Woody Allen was in nervewracked conversation with the
Queen. Tables are covered with
brown parcel paper, the menu is
fold-out and plasticised – while the
“kid’s menu” comes in the form of
a colouring-in page, complete with
wax crayons. The mostly male staff
are almost hysterically cheerful
and quippy, yet surprisingly
efﬁcient: if they are on happy pills,
they are absent from the menu.

Connoisseur’s delight

■ Joseph at Maxwell’s in James Street
revolting combination of hot dogs
and champagne – always has a
line of people outside the door.
The same is true of MeatLiquor,
Burger & Lobster and (oh God)
Flesh & Buns. Even humbler
places like Five Guys in Covent
Garden: always the mass of
anticipatory idiots being chivvied
along by a couple of more or less
cheerleaders, in the manner of the
Disney Store.
The concept of not booking for
a burger is hardly new: I don’t
imagine anyone ever booked a
table at a Wimpy, McDonald’s or

Burger King … but then nor did
anyone queue in the street. I talk
of all this because the other week
I found myself in the unusual
position of having to ﬁnd a
suitable place for lunch that would
not too much distress oldies such
as myself, while gratifying not so
much “the young” as “the even
much younger than that”. My
daughter lives abroad, but was in
London with a couple of children
aged seven and two. Had we not
been in London, we might easily
have ended up in a Harvester. This
chain of 212 – which offers free

‘‘I found my job on

unlimited salad, when what its
punters crave is free unlimited
steak – has for the second year
won the “Best Family Restaurant
Award”. They refer to children as
“young guests”, which – though
portentous and laughable – is
maybe better then what every
other place calls them: ie, kids or
kiddies. Then again, maybe not.
Anyway, I settled on Maxwell’s
in Covent Garden. The older (less
young) among you will remember
the original Maxwell’s in Heath
Street, Hampstead: the ﬁrst taste
of a decent American-style burger

And that menu is actually quite
broad … but it seemed silly not to
be having a burger – so we ordered
variously the classic Old Timer
with added crispy bacon, the New
Yorker (an Old Timer with grilled
bacon and cheddar) – though the
daughter went for ﬁsh of the day,
which was grilled plaice. Moretti
beer, chianti, orange juice, CocaCola: a connoisseur’s delight. The
food came quickly, the mini burger
a decent size (the kid’s offer being
a generous one: main, pudding and
drink for £7.95) and the grown-up
version was very good. Not on a
par with Byron, but – as my wife
said – “there is no mistaking that
smoky, Maxwell’s taste”. Buns
are the fashionable brioche type
(sesame seed is so two years ago,
darling) and chips were better than
all right, but not by much. The
plaice – which was ordered with
chips but arrived with mash – was
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pronounced far too salty … and I
could see it was overcooked. But
my daughter being my daughter,
she did not want to send it back
because she’s just so nice and hates
to cause trouble (she takes after her
mother). But the lesson learnt was
that Maxwell’s is not the place for
plaice.
The pudding menu is
Americanly vast: ice creams,
chocolate sauces, shakes, malts,
soda ﬂoats … and just a single
option for little ones with a dairy
allergy: fruit kebabs. Rather
appealing, actually – chunks of
apple and banana alternated
with grapes and strawberries:
even if the stick upon which they
were impaled could almost be
classed as a lethal weapon. And
then – back out into the neverchanging clatter and throng
of Covent Garden Piazza: as
permanently crammed as Florence
is permanently crammed with
similarly uncomprehending
foreign tourists – almost all of
them “the young” – who still seem
fascinated to gaze up at motionless
men on plinths coated variously in
Bacofoil and starched and painted
sheets. Then one of the students
in the party spilled her Smarties
just everywhere, and all the others
scrabbled among the cobbles to
retrieve them – but then as I’ve told
you: dirt in food is fashionable.
■ Joseph Connolly’s new novel, Boys
and Girls, is published by Quercus.
All previous restaurant reviews may
be viewed on the website www.
josephconnolly.co.uk.

FACTFILE
■ MAXWELL’S
8 James Street, WC2
Tel: 020 7836 0303
■ Open Monday-Friday, 11.30ammidnight; Saturday-Sunday,
9.30am-midnight.
■ Food: ★★★★★★★✩✩✩
■ Service: ★★★★★★★★✩✩
■ The Feeling: ★★★★★★★★✩✩
■ Cost: You know these places:
a burger is around a tenner, and
you go from there. On Mondays,
burgers are half price.

